INTRODUCTION
============

Acute appendicitis (AA) is the most common surgical abdominal emergency diagnosis, occurring in 10% of the general population; nevertheless, it remains a diagnostic problem \[[@B1][@B2]\]. Several clinical indices and laboratory diagnostic tests can lead to an exact diagnosis \[[@B3]\], which is of significant value in choosing the appropriate clinical and surgical treatment \[[@B4]\]. Recently, the Alvarado, the Raja Isteri Pengiran Anak Saleha Appendicitis (RIPASA), and the acute inflammatory response (AIR) scoring systems have been the more common clinical diagnostic scoring systems used for the diagnosis of AA \[[@B5][@B6][@B7][@B8]\].

The Alvarado scoring system, which is based on definite clinical findings observed in AA, was advanced to help AA diagnosis and has been revealed to have a suitable diagnostic power \[[@B5]\]. The Alvarado score is broadly used in the diagnosis of AA due to its accessibility and low cost; it also avoids exposing the patient to the radiation present in computed tomography (CT). A new scoring system, the RIPASA scoring system, which has more sensitivity and specificity than the Alvarado scoring system, was recently established. On the other hand, the AIR scoring system consists of clinical criteria and two simple laboratory tests, the C-reactive protein (CRP) and the complete blood count tests, and can lead to a better and faster diagnosis of AA \[[@B9][@B10][@B11][@B12][@B13]\]. Presently, the histopathology study is the gold standard for AA diagnosis. For that reason, we designed this prospective cohort study to compare the diagnoses based on the Alvarado, AIR and RIPASA scoring systems with those obtained from histopathology and to evaluate several predictive diagnostic values.

METHODS
=======

This prospective cohort study was conducted at Nemazee Hospital, Shiraz, Iran. Ethical Permission in accordance with International Helsinki protocols was obtained prior to the beginning of this study. Informed consent was obtained from all patients. The study population included all patients above 18 years old who developed right lower quadrant pain during the period from November 2014 to November 2015 and who were seen at Nemazee Hospital. Pregnant women, patients who had a right iliac fossa mass, patients who did not provide informed consent, patients who had a previous history of urolithiasis and/or pelvic inflammatory disease, and children below 18 years of age were excluded from the study. The sample size necessary for sensitivity = 70%, specificity = 70%, power = 90%, confidence level = 95%, and prevalence of AA = 70% was calculated as 100.

A total of 100 patients were qualified for the study during the study period. The ages of the patients ranged from 18 to 60 years. All 100 patients were scored using the AIR, Alvarado, and RIPASA scoring systems. The Alvarado score contains 8 parameters whereas the RIPASA score contains 18 parameters and the AIR score consists of 5 parameters. The scores for each of the parameters ranged from 0.5 to 2 for the RIPASA system, 1 to 2 for the Alvarado system, and 1 to 3 for the AIR system, as shown in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, respectively. Scoring charts were completed by a senior resident on presentation. A score of more than 7 was taken as a high probability of AA for the Alvarado scoring system whereas those scores for the RIPASA and the AIR scoring systems were more than 8 and more than 4, respectively. The positive (PPVs) and negative predictive values (NPVs) and the positive (PLRs) and negative likelihood ratios (NLRs) of the three scoring systems were assessed.

The patients were monitored from the time of admission until discharge from the hospital. Daily follow-up included the monitoring of vital signs twice a day and systemic examination once a day. Histopathology findings on the surgical cases were collected and correlated with the scores. Scores were tabulated, and the sensitivities, specificities, positive and NPVs, and positive and NLRs were calculated. Also, the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were obtained using IBM SPSS Statistics ver. 21.0 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA) and MedCalc ver. 15 (MedCalc, Ostend, Belgium).

RESULTS
=======

The mean ± standard deviation (SD) of the patients\' ages in our study group was 32 ± 10 years old. Of the participants, 66% were male patients, and of the 100 patients who underwent surgery, 88% were positive for appendicitis on the histopathological report. At the optimal cutoff point of \>8 for the RIPASA scoring system, the sensitivity and the specificity were 93.18% and 91.67%, respectively. Also, at the optimal cutoff point of \>7 for the Alvarado scoring system, the sensitivity and the specificity were 78.41% and 100%, respectively, while at optimal cutoff point of \>4 for the AIR scoring system, the sensitivity and the specificity were 78.41% and 91.67%, respectively. The PPVs and NPVs and the positive and NLRs of the 3 scoring systems are presented in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. According to the ROC curve, the area under the curve (AUC) was 0.981 for the RIPASA scoring system, which is greater than the AUC of 0.906 for the Alvarado scoring system and the AUC of 0.867 for the AIR scoring system ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The difference in the AUCs of 11.3% between the RIPASA and the AIR scoring systems was significant (P = 0.0020), as was the difference in the AUCs of 7.48% between the RIPASA and the Alvarado scoring systems (P = 0.0026). The difference in the AUCs of 3.84% between the AIR and the Alvarado scoring systems was not significant (P = 0.165).

DISCUSSION
==========

Surgery for AA is one of the most common emergent procedures in general surgery. The overall lifetime risks of developing AA are 8.6% and 6.7% for males and females, respectively \[[@B14]\]; lifetime risks of undergoing an appendectomy are around 12% and 23% in males and females, respectively \[[@B15]\]. A deferral in playing out an appendectomy with a specific end goal to enhance diagnostic precision leads to the danger of appendicular perforation and infection, which enhances the morbidity and the mortality \[[@B11]\]. The inverse is also valid, where with lessened demonstrative accuracy, the negative or unessential appendectomy rate is expanded, and this is described to be roughly 20%--40% \[[@B16]\]. Diagnostic modalities such as ultrasonography or CT imaging in developing countries may raise the cost of healthcare considerably. Unselective use of CT may lead to early appendicitis and needless appendectomies involving patients whose appendicitis might have been improved naturally through the use of antibiotics \[[@B17]\].

The Alvarado scoring system has been the most famous clinical one since its introduction in 1986. It has been shown to have high validity when applied to populations in the United States and Europe. Subsequently, when this scoring system was applied to Asian populations, it revealed a moderately lower specificity and sensitivity in the diagnosis of AA \[[@B7][@B18][@B19][@B20]\]. The AIR scoring system is another clinical criterion used for AA diagnosis and has been well known in validation studies during the last decade \[[@B21][@B22]\]. Recently, a new scoring system, the RIPASA scoring system, was developed. This new system, which was exclusively designed for use with Asian populations, is broader and simpler and consists of seventeen items and an additional parameter \[[@B5][@B6]\].

Our study compared the sensitivities, the specificities, the PLRs, the NLRs, the PPVs, and the NPVs between the RIPASA, Alvarado, and AIR scoring systems. The true positive rate (sensitivity) is the proportion of actual positives that are appropriately recognized; this is the percentage of sick people who are properly diagnosed as having appendicitis. The true negative rate (specificity) is the proportion of negatives that are properly recognized; this is the percentage of healthy people who are correctly recognized as not having appendicitis \[[@B12]\]. The PPV and the NPV are the proportion of patients with positive criteria who really have the disease and the proportion of patients with negative criteria who are actually free of the disease, respectively. The likelihood ratio (LR) demonstrates how likely other people are to get positive criteria if they have the disease compared with a person without disease. The PLR is usually a number greater than one, and the NLR ratio is usually a number smaller than one \[[@B23][@B24][@B25]\].

In the present study, the sensitivity of the RIPASA score was significantly better than those of the Alvarado and the AIR scores. The order of the sensitivities for the same population in these scoring system is 93.18% with a RIPASA score \>8, 78.41% with an Alvarado score \>7, and 78.41% with an AIR score \>4. The specificity of the Alvarado score was more than those of the RIPASA and the AIR scores. In the scott study, an AIR score of 5 or more demonstrated high sensitivities for intermediate and high risk patients with appendicitis (90%) and for patients with advanced appendicitis (98%) \[[@B26]\]. In the Chong et al. study \[[@B27]\], the RIPASA score at a cutoff threshold total score of 7.5 was a better diagnostic scoring system than the Alvarado score for the diagnosis of AA at singapore local hospital.

In the study of Memon et al. \[[@B28]\] in an Indian population, the sensitivity and the specificity of the Alvarado scoring system were found to be 93.5% and 80.6%, respectively. The positive and the NPVs were 92.3% and 83.3%, respectively. In the present study, the Alvarado scoring system\'s sensitivity and NPV were less than those mentioned above while the specificity and the PPV were more. Based on these results, the Alvarado score can be used effectively to reduce the incidence of negative appendectomies.

The area under the ROC curve with the RIPASA scoring system was significantly larger than it was with the Alvarado and the AIR scoring systems. The RIPASA score is fast and perfect in categorizing patients with suspected appendicitis and reduces the need for diagnostic imaging. Overall, a higher sensitivity, NPV, and PLR and a lower NLR indicate that the RIPASA score is a much better diagnostic tool than the Alvarado or the AIR score for the diagnosis of AA in Asian people.

The RIPASA score is a useful tool for the diagnosis of AA in Asian populations, as it contains simple parameters that include clinical history, examinations, and 2 simple blood tests. Thus, upon seeing patients with right iliac fossa pain, the operating surgeon can make a quick decision by using the RIPASA scoring system, with a score \>8 indicating a need for surgery.
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###### Raja Isteri Pengiran Anak Saleha Appendicitis scoring system
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RIF, right iliac fossa; WBC, white blood cell.

###### Alvarado appendicitis scoring system
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Guidelines for management according to the total score: \<4, probability of acute appendicitis (AA) unlikely; 4--7, AA suspected; \>7, definite AA.

RIF, right iliac fossa; WBC, white blood cell count.

###### Acute inflammatory response scoring system
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AIR: sum 0--4, low probability; sum 5--8, mild probability; sum 9--12, high probability.

RIF, right iliac fossa; CRP, C-reactive protein.

###### Diagnostic predictive values with individual RIPASA, Alvarado, and AIR scoring systems
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RIPASA, Raja Isteri Pengiran Anak Saleha Appendicitis; AIR, acute inflammatory response.

^a^95% Confidence interval.
